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Across

2. Multiple political parties across the 

political spectrum run for national 

election

3. Poll of people leaving voting, asking 

how they voted

6. When members of the same 

political party run against each other for 

that party's nomination for office

11. A ballot cast by a voter who votes 

for candidates of more than one party

12. Allows voters to remove an elected 

official from office through a direct vote

13. The media

14. Enter as a candidate for election

15. One single item off the collection 

of viewpoints or the platform

16. Open to new behavior and opinions, 

willing to discard traditional values

18. A political party that promotes 

American traditions and republicanism

19. Views among the general public

20. A regular election for candidates of 

office, opposed to primary election

Down

1. Person or group besides the two 

primarily involved in a situation

4. A vote cast for an unlisted 

candidate by writing their name on a 

ballot paper

5. Describes submission of a law to 

direct vote of the people

7. Allow citizens to petition to enact 

laws

8. All the people in a country or area 

who are able to vote in an election

9. A ballot cast by a voter for all 

candidates of a party

10. Building where voting takes place 

during election

17. Seek to influence on an issue
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recall primary election Mass media initiative nominating

third parties Electorate public opinion party plank Polling places

Straight Ticket Conservative write in split ticket Referendum

General Election Exit Poll Multi-Party System Liberal Lobbying


